comment on the GDR's sports program and on the role of sport in society generally. Each of these two pamphlets contributes to a particular aspect of the discussion. The first is a reprint of a series of articles published in December 1973.
It also includes three further pieces, one of which is also a reprint, and a medal count, by nation, of the Montreal games. The factors seen by Gilbert as most relevant to the GDR's athletic success,are its mass sports base coupled with efficient administration of the program. Leys emphasis is put on what Voigt in his Soziologie in der DDR refers to as "systemimmanente Bedingungen in der Motivation." The favorable effects of mass participation on the quality of performance at the elite level are*evident in the US experience in swimming, where the program is similarly structured (of 26 gold medals in swimming awarded at Montreal, 12 went to US men and 11 to GDR women). Gilbert's intent was not so much a critique of the GDR's program or indeed even a systematic description; rather, he wanted to "view with alarm" the deficiencies of Canada's own athletic program and suggest remedies based on the GDR's approach. But since the articles date from 1973$ the impressive achievement of the GDR in Montreal is not covered at all. Recent developments in Canada are also left unmentioned. Thus a prime journalistic desideratum, "Aktualität", is lacking. The second pamphlet combines general information on the Spartakiad program with illustrative vignettes and anecdotes. It includes extracts of relevant documents and tables on the number of participants. But with no table of contents it is not easily consulted for quick information. The anecdotes are too general to impart an impression of the specific nature of GDR snorts. There are some inconsistencies, as when the 4,000 Berliners who helped lodge athletes for the 19^5 Spartakiad are first characterized as "Spartakiad Aunties" and later referred to as 4,000 families. The English is not always idiomatic, e.g. "doing sport", apparently for "Sport treiben." The name of Werner Seelenbinder appears several times without explanation of his significance. The 16 pages of color illustrations are well chosen and reproduced, but lack captions, and so are little more than decorative. The target group for this panphlet appears to be youth,since much of it is written in a tone of naive earnestness such as Spartakiad Aunty herself might use. So, while it has some in** formational value, I would hesitate to use it in the classroom simply becouse of its pious prose. A more straightforward and better organized presentation of sports in the GDR, including the Spartakiads, can be found in another pamphlet, "Fun -Health -Fitness'\ by Gitter and Wilk in the series "First-hand information", published by Panorama DDR, Berlin, 1974.
Both these pamphlets, as well as sample copies of the magazine GDR Sport, in English or German, can be obtained from the Embassy of the GDR in Washington, D.C. Liselotte Gumpel is author of several articles and studies on language and of a forthcoming publication on Semitism in the GDR. In the present book she compares two poetic trends of unequal dimensions: GDR concrete poetry is an entire system, while FRG concrete poetry is only a movement. Gumpel attempts to demonstrate the difference in the concept "Concrete poetry" in the GDR and West Germany and thus give evidence of the change the German language is undergoing in the two states. In the first chapter, she presents the historical development of the two Germanies since 19^5 with the emphasis on their diverging concepts of literature and, specifically, concrete poetry. She connects with this the problem of "linguistic alienation," i.e., the differing approaches to the German language which she examines by comparing the GDR "Leipziger Duden" and the FRG "Mannheimer Duden." The influence these differences have on the concept of poetry in the two states is demonstrated by the positions of F.C. Weiskopf in the GDR and Helmut Heißenbüttel in the FRG.
Ronald Grimes
The basic thesis is that, in the GDR, a concrete poem must represent reality and it can only do so "when the tangible world comes to light through the content of meaning(s)."
In West Germany, a concrete poem is an experiment with aesthetic innovation as its aim; it is not based upon an ideological commitment as the GDR poem is. In further chapters Gumpel discusses the background of concretism, the concrete poem itself, the wider tradition, and anthologies of con-* crete poetry. They are divided into two parts: the first one dealing with the GDR's and the second with the FRG's concepts of concrete poetry. The background chapter treats the ideas of Georg Lukacs and J.R. Becher as continuing to dominate the literary criticism of the GDR, while for West German concretise she considers Eugen Gomringer the "progenitor of Concrete poetry" and Max Bense as the father of its theoretical justification. This material is very informative, with perhaps too much emphasis on West German concrete poetry and its origin. The interpretations of the "dicentic genres" (esoecially the sonnet, the ballad, and the ode) of the East rnd the "rhematic connexes" of the West utilize the semiotics of Max Bense and CS. Peirce. They are fresh and unbiased, but do not go into great detail with the poems. Under the aspects of "teleological humanism" and "creative zest," the wider tradition of the concrete poem i
